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MUNSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY

NOTICE OF MEETING
Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst:
You are hereby notified that there will be a meeting of:
Public Body: The Jones Library, Inc. Personnel, Planning and Policy Committee
Date: Friday, May 7, 2021
Time: 4:30-6pm
Location: Zoom Webinar
ADVISORY TO THE PUBLIC: The Jones Library System is closed to the public; this special Jones
Library Personnel, Planning and Policy Committee meeting will occur virtually via ZOOM and
will be streamed live here:
You are invited to a Zoom webinar.
When: May 7, 2021 04:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Topic: Jones Library, Inc. Personnel, Planning, & Policy Committee
Please click the link below to join the webinar: https://amherstma.zoom.us/j/8715369636

Meeting Agenda
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Call to Order
Minutes *
Jones Library Plan for Phased Resumption of Services to the Public *
Proposed Deaccessions *
Director 6-Month Evaluation *
Adjournment

** Please note that the list of topics in this notice was comprehensive at the time of posting, however the public
body may consider and take action on unforeseen matters not specifically named in this notice.
* Indicates Handout(s) will be made available.
Red indicates vote required.
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MUNSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY

MEETING MINUTES
Public Body: The Jones Library, Inc. Personnel, Planning and Policy Committee
Date: January 15, 2021
Time: 9-10:30am
Location: Via Zoom
Present: Chris Hoffmann, Austin Sarat, Director Sharon Sharry, Head of Special Collections Cyndi
Harbeson
I.

Public Comment
None

II.

Minutes
None

III.

Loan of Special Collection Materials
Bennington Museum has requested the loan of several materials related to Robert Frost for an
exhibit they will be presenting in April and lasting about four months. Head of Special
Collections Cyndi Harbeson described the materials and asked that the request be granted. She
was unsure of the appraised value of the items, but both she and Sharon feel it would be great
exposure for our collections. The PPP wanted to ensure that the Bennington Library had a
security policy and sufficient insurance to cover any potential loss or damages.
Move that the PPP recommends to the Board that items listed by Cyndi Harbeson be loaned
to Bennington Museum contingent on proof that they have adequate insurance. Approved
unanimously.

IV.

Reopening Plan
The Director presented her plan for a phased reopening of the Jones, based on current Town
and State Guidance. There was a question as to whether there was Town-wide guidance on
serving people without masks? The answer is simply saying you have a medical reason is
sufficient. Proof is not required. Therefore, we should rewrite mask policy to reflect this. There
is recognition that this an evolving document and further revisions are likely before the Library is
actually reopened.

V.

Action Plan
The PPP is unsure that the action plan as we currently present it is a useful document. For
instance, it is very long but most items are fairly generic and don’t have well-defined criteria for
success. It would be good to compare with other libraries approaches and see if we can come up
with something better.
Move that the PPP recommends the Board approve the 2021 action plan, but to ask the PPP to
review alternatives with the goal of simplifying and abbreviating future action plans.
Approved unanimously
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Jones Library Plan for
Phased Resumption of Services to the Public
Updated May 4, 2021

Note: This is a working document. It provides a framework for Library operations and
services during the COVID-19 pandemic. It will be modified periodically in response to
up-to-date data on the spread of the virus, operational conditions, directives from public
health authorities, and guidance from the Massachusetts Board of Library
Commissioners (MBLC).
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BACKGROUND

For public libraries, determining when to move from Phase-to-Phase is not clear-cut; a
universal, scientifically-based public library metric does not exist. Public libraries are
all about community; they encourage gathering and lingering – neither of which is safe
during a pandemic. More specifically, the Amherst Library System’s buildings do not
allow for straightforward social distancing; Library patrons travel from all across the
Valley to visit, and it is impossible to ensure they are virus-free; and bringing patrons
into the buildings during the pandemic requires additional front-line staff – which
means a reduction in services/programming.
In order to continue to provide excellent customer service to all our patrons, decisions
about when to move from Phase-to-Phase will be based upon a combination of factors,
such as: the number of local virus cases; the availability of cleaning and disinfection
supplies; the indoor conditions of our facilities in terms of the air exchange rate; the
ability to increase the frequency of cleaning of high-touch surfaces; the availability of
personal protective equipment such as gloves and masks for staff members; as well as
our staffing capacities. The Library’s work environment and procedures will comply
with directives of the Amherst Health Director as well as guidance and directives from
the Governor, Massachusetts Department of Public Health (MDPH), MBLC, Center for
Disease Control (CDC) and federal Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS),
which has taken a lead role in advising libraries regarding safe practices during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The safety of patrons and staff members during this pandemic is our top priority, thus
we have implemented special handling procedures for returned materials during this
pandemic. Following guidelines from the CDC, IMLS, New England Document
Conservation Center, and the MBLC, Jones Library will quarantine all returned
materials for 7 days before staff handle these materials, check them in, and make them
available to the next patron. The most effective disinfectant is time; therefore, once the
quarantine period passes, no further disinfection is needed. We may adjust this isolation
period as we receive updated guidance from the CDC, IMLS, and MBLC.
In the event of decreased staffing levels, a local outbreak, a sick staff member or Library
patrons, or otherwise directed by the local Board of Health, the Library may be forced to
close for a period of time, reduce operating hours, and/or limit services. All closings will
be communicated to the public as quickly as possible.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
•
•
•
•
•

Act in alignment with our mission and vision statements
Protect the health and safety of staff and patrons
Follow the latest health guidelines in accordance with the CDC, State, and Town
Provide clear expectations for staff and the public
Provide in-person services whenever it is safe to do so

•

The best "contactless" services that we can provide to all members of our
community, especially our most vulnerable
“Winterized” holds pick-up
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SERVICE PRIORITIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patron access to computers
Increased service hours for reference
Increased service hours for holds pick-up
Browsing by appointment
Virtual programming
Getting the word out! Letting patrons know what we are doing to provide Library
services without compromising staff safety
Surveying the community – what does the community feel it needs from us? So
staff know where to focus its energy

PROJECTED PHASES
Background

Per the direction of the Town Manager and Health Director of Amherst, the Jones
Library stopped providing in-person access to the public and ceased loaning and
providing materials to the public on March 16, 2020 due to the Novel Coronavirus
COVID-19 pandemic. Other libraries in CW MARS and across the state closed around
this time as well. The MLS suspended its interlibrary loan delivery service on March 17,
2020. Between March 16 and mid-June, Library staff worked remotely to develop
virtual programming, answer reference questions, and otherwise serve our community.
In mid-June, some Library staff returned to working in the building and the Library
resumed accepting returns, which were quarantined for 7 days before being checked in.
Subsequently, the Library initiated a contactless holds pick-up system and began
offering live reference assistance by phone in addition to continuing to offer virtual
programming.
In the event of a local outbreak, or if otherwise directed by the Health Department, the
Library may revert back to remote-only services with staff working from home. Staff
members will continue to provide services to patrons such as responding to telephone
messages and emails; creating accounts for new patrons; providing reference services,
technology assistance, and reader’s advisory services; and developing virtual
programming.

Phase 1: Current Situation
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While the building is closed, staff members are performing tasks such as shelving and
shifting materials, shelf-reading, cataloging, acquisitions, maintaining technology
hardware and software, pulling holds for patrons, providing reference services and
reader’s advisory, creating book bundles, developing virtual programming, providing
print services, checking in materials, and placing holds for patrons. We are checking out
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The Library is closed to the public. Staff members are working in the building and
remotely. We accept returns in the book drops and these materials are quarantined for 7
days. Contactless Holds Pick-up is available at the Jones Library, Munson Memorial
Library, and North Amherst Library. We have expanded our homebound delivery to any
Amherst resident who cannot pick up their holds at the Library. Virtual programming
continues. Reference services are offered by phone and email.

library materials for Holds Pick-up, issuing and renewing Library card registrations,
responding to patron questions about their Library accounts, and receiving and
processing incoming holds from other libraries. We continue to promote the availability
of electronic and online resources for patrons and provide online assistance. Story
times, book discussion groups, and programs are now online and regularly taking place.
Conversation Circles and ESL tutoring are also offered online. Staff has done
considerable work on the website to make remote services more available and to provide
patrons with as many resources as possible during the building closure.
During this current phase, we have expanded our hours for Holds Pick-up and reference
services from what they were when staff first reentered the building. As experience in
Holds Pick-up is gained and operations and staffing needs are evaluated, additional
hours of Holds pick-up may be added.
Our honor system cart for browsing and checking out books will continue to be
available. Virtual programming will continue, although it may be scaled back as more
staff is needed in the building to expand our service hours.
The management team continues to research and lead planning efforts for the
resumption of full Library services and all staff members are actively engaged in
developing this plan. It is understood that the plan will be modified and adapted in
response to conditions and operating needs as the plan is implemented.
We will continue to monitor the situation in Amherst and Hampshire County. In the
event of a local outbreak, we may need to return to remote-only services.

Requirements and Procedures

•
•
•

The length of time the Library remains in this phase will be determined by conditions in
the community and our ability to handle the volume of activity. It is likely the Library
could remain in this phase through the Spring. See “Metrics” for more information
regarding moving to further phases.
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•

Donations of library materials are not being accepted.
Access to eBooks, downloadable audiobooks, online magazines, movies, and
other electronic resources has been expanded.
We have resumed circulation of materials (Holds Pick-up), but it should be noted
that this is a more labor intensive process than normal operations and more staff
hours are required to provide this service.
Staff are social distancing during work shifts and additional workstations were
created to facilitate social distancing.
Returned items are quarantined for 7 days before being checked in. Incoming
bins from the interlibrary loan delivery service are quarantined for 3 days before
processing.
Patrons may place Holds online or contact the Library by phone to place
requests. Librarians will utilize reader’s advisory skills to help those who do not
have specific titles in mind to request.
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•

Phase 2: Initial Reopening

Patrons will be able to enter the library for limited browsing, computer use, and
reference assistance. We will reevaluate and update the requirements and procedures
prior to the initiation of this phase.

Requirements
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Patrons are required to wear masks or face coverings while in the building and
while waiting in line outside. In the event that a patron cannot wear a mask/face
covering for medical reasons, and at the discretion of library staff, we may work
with them to provide services to them outside the building. Note: According to
state guidelines, children under the age of 5 are not required to wear masks.
Greeters will be on hand to monitor capacity limits. As required by state
regulation, greeters will also maintain a log of patrons to support contact tracing
(name, date, time, contact information) if needed. If we reach capacity limits, the
greeters will alert waiting patrons that they must wait to enter until others leave.
See “Contact Tracing” in the Appendix for more information.
Occupancy levels will be posted in each space. To the best of their ability, staff
will enforce capacity limits within individual spaces.
Because of capacity limits, patrons are strongly encouraged to remain in the
building for no more than 30 minutes (1 hour for computer users). The Town is
offering other spaces for those in need of a place to stay during the day and we
will publicize these options.
Patrons will maintain at least 6 feet of distance from each other and from staff.
We will use stanchions, caution tape, signage, or other methods to maintain
social distancing and limit access to other areas of the building.
We will provide hand sanitizer stations and install hanging acrylic panels to
protect staff at public desks.
Materials will be quarantined for 24 hours. We will continue to reevaluate our
materials quarantine procedure based on guidance from the CDC, IMLS, MLS,
MBLC, and the Amherst Health Director.
No seating will be provided, other than at computer stations and in the ESL
tutoring spaces. Patrons may only conduct business and leave.
Restrooms will be available to the public.
At least initially, FedEx and UPS deliveries will continue to use the maintenance
entrance and Optima will continue to bring deliveries to the rear entrance where
they will be processed in the Woodbury Room.

•

For the first two weeks, we will reopen to the public with the initial hours of
Monday-Saturday 1pm-5pm. After this two week period, provided we are able to
maintain appropriate staffing levels, we will increase hours to Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday 10am-5pm with Tuesday and Thursday open to
the public 11:30am-6:30pm.
Patrons will be able to enter the library while following social distancing
procedures.
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Services Provided

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Patrons can return materials in appropriate bins located near the library’s side
entrance behind the ‘Dutch door.’ A return bin will also be available in the lobby.
Returned materials will not be accepted at the Circulation Desk.
Computers will be available inside the Library for short-term use (up to 1 hour
per person per day). If there is a continued demand for outdoor laptop use, we
will reassess and reorganize services appropriately.
Staff members may attempt to assist patrons with their devices if able to do so
while maintaining social distance. Staff members may not touch patrons’ devices.
Patrons may request and check out magazines. Newspapers will not be available
during this phase.
Materials will be checked out at the circulation desk only, with the possibility of
expanding check out services to the children’s room desk if needed.
Virtual programming will continue, but may be scaled back to meet staffing needs
in the building. Any in-person programming, aside from one-on-one ESL
tutoring, that resumes during this phase will take place outside. If occurring
under the tent, strict capacity limits will be enforced.
Use of Special Collections is available by appointment.
Student intake, volunteer screening, and citizenship practice interviews will
resume by appointment at a designated table near the career center.
The one-on-one ESL tutor rooms will not reopen during this phase. Spaces in the
Amherst Room, the enclave outside the Amherst Room, and the Burnett Gallery
have been reserved for the ESL program and tutors are also encouraged to make
use of the tent for one-on-one tutoring. We have a supply of masks that allow for
lip reading to distribute to tutors and students.
Library cards will be issued from the Office with a backup location to be
determined for evenings and weekends.
The Friends Lobby Book Sale will not be occurring and these shelves will remain
empty of all books.
Elevators will reopen, limited to use by 1 person or family group at a time.
Expanded homebound delivery will continue for any interested Amherst patrons.
Outdoor holds pick-up will not be offered at the Jones Library, but will continue
at the branches.

•

•

Prior to moving to this phase, the management team will work with the
maintenance department to reconfigure the space. Directional signage will be
placed throughout the library and areas will be marked in 6-foot increments to
establish an efficient route for patrons when waiting in lines at a service desk to
uphold social distancing protocols. Signage and space markers will also be placed
on the sidewalks outside.
Patrons are asked to enter through the side door and exit through the front door.
If a patron is unable to leave through the front door, a greeter will facilitate the
patron’s exit through the side door.
As long as contact tracing is required, two staff greeters will be in the lobby to
welcome incoming patrons, conduct contact tracing, and monitor capacity limits.
Greeters will be rotated regularly and, in an effort to be equitable, all library staff
(excluding shelvers) will be assigned at least one shift as a greeter. Of the two
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Procedures

•
•
•

greeters, one will be primarily responsible for maintaining the contact tracing
logs and the other will be primarily responsible for tracking occupancy levels.
According to the Town Health Director, patrons who refuse to provide their
contact information are still allowed to enter the library.
Due to social distancing requirements, only one person will staff each public
service desk.
All staff will be responsible for maintaining capacity limits within individual
spaces and will remind patrons of time limits.
Maintenance staff will sanitize and disinfect high-touch surfaces frequently.

Phase 3: Extending Services

Proceeding to Phase 3 will not occur until we are no longer required to maintain contact
tracing logs. We will need to gradually allow patrons to stay for increasing periods of
time, to expand access to technology, and resume in-person technology assistance. It is
expected that programming will begin with one-on-one assistance and small group
programs and progress from there. We will reevaluate and update our requirements and
procedures prior to the initiation of this phase.

Requirements
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Patrons are required to wear masks or face coverings while in the building and
while waiting in line outside. In the event that a patron cannot wear a mask/face
covering for medical reasons and at the discretion of library staff, we may work
with them to provide services to them outside the building. Note: According to
state guidelines, children under the age of 5 are not required to wear masks.
Capacity limits will be increased in accordance with guidance from the Town and
State Public Health Departments. Because of these capacity limits, patrons are
strongly encouraged limit their time in the building to no more than 1 hour.
Occupancy levels will be posted in each space. Staff will enforce capacity limits
within individual spaces. If capacity limits become a problem, we will install a
greeter at the entrance to maintain necessary occupancy levels.
Patrons will maintain at least 6 feet of distance from each other and from staff.
We will use stanchions, caution tape, signage, or other methods to maintain
social distancing and limit access to other areas of the building.
We will provide hand sanitizer stations and install hanging acrylic panels to
protect staff at public desks.
We will reevaluate our materials quarantine procedure based on guidance from
the CDC, IMLS, MLS, and MBLC.
FedEx and UPS deliveries will continue to use the maintenance entrance.

Services Provided

Some seating will return to the atrium for short-term use.
Newspapers will be available.
Special Collections will reopen for walk-in use.
Open hours will continue to expand.
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All services in Phase 2 will continue to be provided in addition to the following:

Procedures
•

•
•

Patrons will be able to browse throughout the library, use computers, and have
some access to seating. Masks and social distancing will still be required. Note:
According to state guidelines, children under the age of 5 are not required to wear
masks.
While patrons will be encouraged to limit their time in the building, staff will not
be responsible for enforcing time limits.
Limited in-person library programming may resume in the building, but the
public will not be able to book the meeting rooms at this time.

Phase 4: Resumption of Normal Operations
The Library resumes all regular operations, services, and hours.
Requirements and Procedures
• Regular hours resume.
• Meeting rooms can be booked by the public.
• Books will no longer be quarantined.
• No time limits are needed.
• Seating and tables return.
• In-person programming resumes to normal.

METRICS
The timeline for resumption of services and programs cannot be determined months in
advance. Plans will take into consideration conditions in the community as well as staff’s
ability to handle the volume of activity, monitor patron compliance with public health
requirements, and Library procedures designed to ensure the health and safety of
patrons and staff. It will also depend heavily on the Town and Library’s ability to
provide sufficient cleaning and disinfection services. We will look to public health
authorities, the MBLC, and the MLS for guidance as well as review and evaluate the
experience of other libraries in designing safe methods of providing services.
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This chart was developed based on metrics provided by the CDC and the State of
Massachusetts, and has been approved by the Amherst Health Director.
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The following chart will be used to guide our decision-making with regard to resuming
services. We will continue to monitor the situation in our local community and adhere to
guidance from the Amherst Health Department and the State of Massachusetts in
regards to our plans. In addition to the gating criteria (below), there must be sufficient
staffing available to facilitate movement to another phase. The library must be able to
provide sufficient staff to maintain disinfecting requirements, monitor capacity limits,
facilitate contact tracing, and ensure social distancing while also providing library
services. Ultimately, the Jones Library Board of Trustees will make the decision
regarding when it is time to move from one phase to the next.

Gating Criteria Chart

Gating
Criteria
Decreases in
newly
identified
COVID-19
cases

Threshold for entering
Phase 2
Less than or equal to 10
average cases/100k or less
than or equal to a 5%
positivity rate of
documented cases in
Amherst for a 3 week
period (level “Yellow”)

Threshold for entering
Phase 3
Less than or equal to 10
average cases/100k or less
than or equal to a 5%
positivity rate of
documented cases in
Amherst for at least 3
weeks after entering Phase
2 (level “Yellow”)

Threshold for
entering Phase 4
Less than 10 average
cases/100k and less than
10 total documented
cases in Amherst for at
least 3 weeks after
entering Phase 3 (level
“Green”)

Decreases in
percentage
of SARSCoV-2 tests
positive

Less than 5% positivity
rate in Hampshire County
over a 3 week period (flat
or increasing volume of
tests)

Less than 4% positivity
rate in Hampshire County
over a 3 week period after
entering Phase 2 (flat or
increasing volume of tests)

Less than 3% positivity
rate in Hampshire
County over a 3 week
period after entering
Phase 3 (flat or
increasing volume of
tests)
All staff have had the
opportunity to be
vaccinated

Vaccinations High-risk staff who have
not had the opportunity to
be vaccinated will have
limited direct interactions
with the public

Staff 65+ and those with
underlying health issues
have had the opportunity
to be vaccinated

Capacity

State regulations allow for
up to 50% occupancy

State regulations allow for
up to 40% occupancy

No state regulations to
maintain occupancy
limits

Decisions Regarding Moving from Phase to Phase
The Jones Library Board of Trustees are responsible for all decisions regarding moving
forward from one phase to the next. They will call a special meeting at least 48 hours in
advance at which they will make the determination. The Massachusetts Department of
Public Health Weekly COVID-19 Public Health report along with a summary specific to
the metrics outlined above will provide the necessary information for the Trustees to
make these determinations. Due to the high staffing needs involved, moving from Phase
2 to Phase 3 will only occur when contact tracing is no longer required by the State.
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Reverting to a Previous Phase
These times require flexibility and we may need to revert back to a previous phase or
reevaluate our gating criteria in response to changing circumstances. We will continue
to monitor the situation and, if necessary, move back to the previous stage.

Proposed Timeline

May 1: All staff return to in-building work
May 3-29: Staff work to prepare building for the public (signage, barriers, removing
seating, relocating materials from public spaces, etc.)
June 1: Proceed to Phase 2 and reopen to the public with the initial hours of MondaySaturday 1pm-5pm
June 14: If everything is running smoothly, hours increase to Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday 10am-5pm and Tuesday, Thursday 11:30am-6:30pm (Staff will work
until 5:30pm and 7pm, respectively, to facilitate the new closing procedures.)
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Proceeding to Phase 3 and further expansion of hours will likely not occur until there is
no longer a state requirement to maintain contact tracing logs.

APPENDICES
Patron Compliance for Mask Wearing

Our methods used for patron compliance for mask wearing are the same as those we use
for other Library rules. We will make it as easy as possible to follow the rules by
including our policy on our website and on signage throughout the building. We will also
have a supply of masks to offer patrons who need one. Note: According to state
guidelines, children under the age of 5 are not required to wear masks.
1. Assume at first that it is a mistake and the patron just forgot their mask or is
wearing it incorrectly by accident. Politely remind them that Library policy
requires everyone to wear a mask over their mouth and nose in the building.
2. If it is not a mistake, emphasize that mask wearing is a rule while commiserating
with them over how inconvenient it is. Listen to the patron. It’s okay to say,
“Well, I don’t know if that is true or not, it is hard to know who is correct, but this
is the rule here.” You can also personalize the rule. For example, “I know wearing
a mask is uncomfortable, but my spouse has asthma so it is really important to
me that I go home knowing I was safe at work.”
3. We are allowed to ask one question, “Are you unable to wear a mask because of a
disability?” If they answer yes, we should offer modifications such as bringing
their books outside or offering online assistance. We do not have to let them into
the building or allow them to stay in the building if they are not wearing a mask.
If we turn someone away after offering clear modifications which they decline,
document it.
4. If the patron is unwilling to comply, we ask their name (if we don’t know it) and
inform them that because they are not wearing a mask properly, they must leave
the building.
5. If the patron refuses to leave, tell them we must trespass them from the building
if they don’t leave immediately.
6. If they still refuse to leave, call the police and ask them for assistance.

Maximum Capacities for the Jones Library
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 At 25% capacity, no enclosed space within the building may exceed occupancy
of 5 persons per 1,000 square feet (200sf/person).
 At 40% capacity, no enclosed space within the building may exceed occupancy
of 8 persons per 1,000 square feet (125sf/person).
 At 50% capacity, no enclosed space within the building may exceed occupancy
of 10 persons per 1,000 square feet (100sf/person).
 At 75% capacity, no enclosed space within the building may exceed occupancy of
15 persons per 1,000 square feet (67sf/person).
 Individual offices, ESL tutor rooms, and restrooms are not listed because they
have an occupancy of 1 person.
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Maximum capacities are derived from the Massachusetts State Guidelines for library
reopening. Effective Monday, March 1, 2021, all communities in Massachusetts will
return to Step 2 of Phase 3 of the State’s reopening plan in which all occupant counts
and calculations exclude staff and other workers. Effective March 1, 2021, all libraries in
Massachusetts will operate under 50% capacity.

Entrance Lobby

181

1

1

1

2

Reference Office

429

2

3

4

6

Career Center
Adult Nonfiction Stacks (100's700's)
Adult Nonfiction Stacks (800's900's)

750

3

6

7

11

14

23

29

43

8

14

17

26

Woodbury Room

2,933
1,761

40%
Occupancy
3

50%
Occupancy
4

75%
Occupancy
7

474

2

3

4

7

1,711

8

13

17

25

Square
Footage

40%
Occupancy
2

50%
Occupancy
3

75%
Occupancy
5

Community Room

352

25%
Occupancy
1

Lobby (in front of circ)

346

1

2

3

5

1,482

7

11

14

22

828

4

6

8

12

Reference

1,244

6

9

12

18

Fiction Room

1,710

8

13

17

25

Mystery/Science Fiction

1,459

7

11

14

21

282

1

2

2

4

Circ Workroom

159

1

1

1

2

Circ Desk

169

1

1

1

2

Youth Circulation Desk

101

1

1

1

1

Picture Book Room

986

4

7

9

14

Grades 5+ Room

535

2

4

5

7

Square
Footage

40%
Occupancy
3

50%
Occupancy
4

75%
Occupancy
6
16

Rooms - 1st Floor

Atrium
A/V room (excluding office)

Office (Reception)

Amherst Room

452

25%
Occupancy
2

Technical Services

1,112

5

8

11

Staff Lounge

367

1

2

3

5

Staff Kitchen

178

1

1

1

2

World Languages Room

467

2

3

4

6

Burnett Art Gallery

592

2

4

5

8

Special Collections Exhibit Room

Square
Footage
1,139

25%
Occupancy
5

40%
Occupancy
9

50%
Occupancy
11

75%
Occupancy
17

Special Collections Reading Room

1,087

5

8

10

16

858

4

6

8

12

25%
Occupancy

40%
Occupancy

50%
Occupancy

75%
Occupancy

111

180

230

353

Rooms - 2nd Floor

Rooms - 3rd Floor

Goodwin Room

TOTAL JONES OCCUPANCY:

12

477

Crafts Room

Square
Footage
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Maintenance Workroom

25%
Occupancy
2

Rooms - Basement

Contact Tracing

Sector specific guidance for libraries released on July 6, 2020 included this mandatory
safety standard: “Maintain a log of workers and patrons to support contact tracing
(name, date, time, contact information) if needed.” However, MBLC and MLS have
expressed concerns to the State’s Reopening Advisory Board that contact tracing is a
violation of MGL.
Because we are required to maintain a log and also want to maintain patrons’ right to
privacy, we will be cautious in how we collect such information and how that
information will be retained, used, or shared. We will gather the information in a
confidential manner and the log will not be displayed publicly in a manner that will
allow other patrons to see the information. We will retain the information only as long
as required to by the Department of Public Health. Information will only be shared to
support contact tracing when requested by the Health Director. Logs will be kept
securely in the office until they can be destroyed after the necessary retention period.
Information from the American Library Association regarding collecting personally
identifiable information for release to other agencies for contact tracing:
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“If a public library is required to use a sign-in log or otherwise concludes that such a
log is necessary in the context of their particular library, the library must be cautious
in how it collects such information and how that information will be retained, used or
shared. Public libraries collect personally identifiable information from patrons in
many instances. A public library may have an Internet sign-up list, a meeting room
request form or other logs that collect the personally identifiable information of
patrons. In fact, collecting such information in the form of a sign-in log for library
access during the phased in reopening might be reasonable and necessary if, for
example, the library has a policy during reopening that only allows a limited number
of patrons into the library for a limited amount of time. Tracking who has entered the
library and whether they have departed according to the time limitation policy might
be necessary to ensure that other patrons have access to library resources in a fair and
reasonable manner, and that the greatest number of members in the community can
access library resources. Alternatively, the library could avoid using a sign-on log for
this purpose if it utilized a procedure where a set number of patrons entered the
library at a certain time and for a set amount of time and all had to exit the library at
the same time. This type of time, place and manner procedure would eliminate the
need to track who has entered the library. The library would only need to track the
number of people in the library during a specific time period. As a best practice,
libraries should limit the collection of personally identifiable information in all
circumstances unless required by law or otherwise necessary to permit the library to
carry out the functions of managing library services. If a library has a sign-in
requirement, it must include procedures to maintain the privacy and confidentiality of
that information. Public libraries who receive a request for such patron information
should consult with legal counsel before disseminating any patron information to third
parties, including other government agencies.”
(http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/reopeningguidelines)

COVID-19 Indoor Safety Results
Based on the research of Dr. Martin Bazant, professor at MIT
Air quality is determined by a number of variables including ventilation, HVAC filtration
levels, access to outside air, relative humidity, room size and ceiling height, and total
occupancy. The application developed by Dr. Martin Bazant allows one to take into
account all of the factors that influence air quality and factors in other variables such as
risk tolerance, mask usage, activity, age of persons, and type of space. The
accompanying chart is based on the square footage and ceiling height of each space, a
50% capacity limit, an assumed risk tolerance of 0.1, a relative humidity of 60%, MERV
8 filtration for the HVAC system, and the exact figures for the air exchange rate and
access to outside air. Maximum safe occupancy was based on 10 hours and safe
exposure time was based on 50% capacity (with the exception that any space with a
capacity of 1 had to be calculated with a minimum capacity of 2).
The chart only includes library spaces where the air changes per hour (ACPH) were
below recommended standards. For each space, we note the square footage, the ceiling
height, the number of people that make up 50% capacity, the air exchange rate, and the
outside air exchange rate. The final two columns (Maximum Safe Occupancy and Safe
Exposure Time) are the results extrapolated from the tool built by Dr. Martin Bazant.
More information on Dr. Bazant’s research and the tool is available:
http://www.mit.edu/~bazant/COVID-19/.
What are the numbers actually telling us? Let’s take a closer look at the children’s
picture book room as an example. The picture book room has a square footage of 940
and a ceiling height of 10 feet. It has an air exchange rate of 4.6 ACPH and no access to
outside air. With MERV 8 filtration, it has a Maximum Safe Occupancy of 39 persons for
up to 10 hours. That means 39 people would need to spend over 10 hours in the space
before the risk of COVID-19 transmission was so high as to be unsafe. It should be noted
that these figures are referring to a fixed number of people. As the occupancy increases,
the amount of safe exposure time decreases. Because the library will have many people
moving throughout the building, we cannot guarantee a maximum number of people in
each space per day. That’s where the occupancy levels come in. With MERV 8 filtration,
the picture book room has a Safe Exposure Time of 46.9 hours for 9 persons. If the same
9 people were to be in the picture book room, they would be able to remain in that space
for up to 47 hours before conditions became unsafe. However, we will have different
people in the space over a course of a day. Maintaining capacity limits offsets the higher
total number of people in the space. This conservative approach of enforcing capacity
limits and initially reopening for a limited number of hours maximizes the safety of the
staff who will be spending the longest amount of time in the building.

COVID-19 Indoor Safety Guidelines based on MERV 8 filtration
Location
Nonfiction Stacks (032)
Crafts Room (035)
Career Center (009)
Reference Office (017)
Fiction Stacks (113)
A/V Office (105)
Reference (106)
Mystery/Sci Fi (114)
Atrium (112)
Picture Book Room (122)
Circulation Desk (138)
Circ Workroom (132)
ILL Office (134)
Main Office (127)
Goodwin Room (301)
Friends Office (304)
IT Office (309)
Staff Kitchen (232)

Square
Footage
5600
475
750
280
1700
100
1244
1400
1750
940
121
177
250
437
860
135
135
156

Ceiling
Height
(feet)
10
10
10
10
21
10
10
10
22
10
10
10
10
10
18
10
10
7

50% capacity Air Exchange Rate
(persons)
(per hour)
46
4
7
4
17
1
12
14
14
9
1
1
1
2
8
1
1
1

3.7
5.0
0.0
3.5
1.7
5.0
3.5
2.5
4.1
4.6
0.0
4.5
4.4
4.1
4.9
2.4
4.4
5.3

Outside Air
Exchange Rate
(per hour)
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
1.9
2.8
1.3
4.1
0.0
0.0
4.5
4.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Maximum Safe
Occupancy*
(persons)

Safe Exposure
Time** (hours)

192
21
7
13
64
6
69
26
256
39
2
14
19
17
63
4
6
8

234.6
67.6
10.3
40.3
38.3
57.5
61.1
19.4
194
46.9
10
131.3
181.7
158.8
88.2
33.2
52
69.9

Note: Calculations assume a risk tolerance of 0.1 (the lowest allowable), MERV 8 filtration, and a relative humidity of 60%. Actual ACPH
figures were used for each space. This chart only includes spaces with ACPH below recommended standards.
*Maximum Safe Occupancy assumes a total exposure time of 10 hours.
**Safe Exposure Time is based on 50% capacity and the calculation required a minimum capacity of 2.
Extrapolated from the tool built by Dr. Martin Bazant at MIT. Bazant details his findings in "A Guideline to limit indoor airborne transmission
of COVID-19" written with J.W. M. Bush. To access the paper and tools, visit mit.edu/~bazant/COVID-19/

Reopening Guidelines for Staff
Greeter Guidelines

Two staff greeters will be in the lobby to conduct contact tracing and maintain capacity limits.
Once contact tracing and capacity limits are no longer required, these responsibilities will end.
Greeters will be rotated regularly and, in an effort to be equitable, all library staff (excluding
shelvers) will be assigned at least one shift as a greeter. Of the two greeters, one will be primarily
responsible for maintaining the contact tracing logs and the other will be primarily responsible
for tracking occupancy levels. The greeters can switch between these tasks throughout their
shift. For any patron who cannot leave through the front door, a greeter will facilitate the
patron’s exit through the side door.
For the first two weeks after reopening to the public, department heads will cover all shifts.
Then, when hours are extended slightly, all staff will be scheduled for at least one shift. These
shifts are tentatively scheduled to last 2 or 2.5 hours. A tentative schedule includes greeter
shifts from 10am-12:30pm, 12:30pm-3pm, and 3pm-5pm on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays,
and Saturdays. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, the tentative schedule includes greeter shifts from
11:30am-1:30pm, 1:30pm-4pm, and 4pm-6:30pm.
The greeter in charge of maintaining the contact tracing log will note every incoming patron’s
name, their time of arrival, and their phone number or email. According to the Town Health
Director, patrons who refuse to provide their contact information should still be allowed to enter
the library. Patrons cannot have access to the log nor can they log their own information. At the
end of each shift, the log will be brought to the Office where it will be securely stored.
The greeter in charge of monitoring capacity levels will have a counter and will note each time a
person enters and exits the library so there is an accurate count of the total occupancy
throughout the library. Staff should not be included in these counts.
Please refer to “Patron Compliance for Mask Wearing” (below) for guidelines on how to deal
with anyone who refuses to wear a face covering while in the library. If occupancy limits are
reached, the contact tracing greeter will inform anyone entering the side door that they will need
to line up outside and wait for entry. The capacity monitoring greeter will let the other greeter
know when they can let people back in and will watch the front door in case patrons try to enter
from there.
A list of ESL tutors along with a supply of plastic masks and volunteer badges will be available at
the greeter station. The first time a tutor comes to the library, they will check in with the greeter
and receive a volunteer badge and a package of 2 plastic masks (one for them and one for their
student). The masks will allow the tutors and students to see each other’s lips during the lesson.
The volunteer badge will alert staff that the tutors are allowed in the tutor spaces, which are for
their use only.

Closing Procedures

In an effort to maximize our public hours, we are modifying our closing procedures. All
departments will now assist with closing procedures and we will not be closing the lower and
upper levels a half hour before the main floor. Each department is responsible for ensuring
adequate staffing to assist with closing the library. Staff will be scheduled to work for a half hour

after the library closes as part of these procedures. Staff is responsible for clearing the area and
locking appropriate doors (see below) during closing, but will not need to block off entryways as
in pre-COVID times. Following are the assignments for each department:
Maintenance – Lower Level, Amherst Room, public bathrooms, elevators; responsible for
locking the basement door
Reference – AV Room, Reference Room, Mystery & Science Fiction
Children’s – Children’s Room, Burnett Gallery; responsible for locking the 2 doors by the
Burnett Gallery and the elevator
Special Collections – Special Collections; responsible for locking doors at top of stairs
Technical Services – Amherst Room and Technical Services
Office – Office
Circulation – Fiction Room, Atrium, Lobby, Community Room; responsible for locking front
and side entrances

Staff Breaks

Thank you for all your hard work and vigilance over the past several months that is keeping us
safe. This has been a difficult transition and we appreciate everyone’s understanding and
dedication in making our work day as safe as possible given these stressful times. Below please
find the guidelines for managing staff breaks.
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

If you have an office or dedicated work space exclusive to you for your shift, you may
take your break there. Any space where other staff may enter or pass through
unannounced is not considered a dedicated work space exclusive to you.
You are free to take your breaks outside the building or in your car.
There are four break spaces available: far end of the kitchen, far end of the staff lounge,
locker room in staff lounge, and Friends room on the 3rd floor. Additionally, the
reference call room doubles as a break space for reference staff and the Goodwin Room
doubles as a break room for kids staff.
Staff is allowed to use the refrigerator, microwave, and water bubbler in the kitchen. If
someone is using the kitchen as their break space, please keep your mask on while
retrieving or reheating food.
Nobody should be taking breaks together, meaning unmasked and in the same space at
the same time. Food sharing among staff is also not permitted.
You must sanitize the space where you eat, both before you eat for your protection and
afterwards, for the protection of others. Disinfecting products will be in place at the
designated break areas. Staff eating in their offices should also be disinfecting after their
breaks.
Breaks inside the building must be in designated areas (listed below) or in your office if
you have one. This is to ensure the employee is free to unmask without worry of being
near others.
Staff are free to open windows (where possible) in break spaces.
Department Heads/staff should make an effort to avoid multiple people taking their
breaks at the same time.

Break Spaces

1) Staff Lounge (far corner)
2) Friends Room (top floor across from Hanks office)
3) Locker Room (small room off the staff lounge)
4) Kitchen (far end of table)
5) Reference Call Room (tutor room) – for Reference staff only
6) Kids Virtual Programming Space (Goodwin Room) – for Kids staff only

Patron Compliance for Mask Wearing

Our methods used for patron compliance for mask wearing are the same as those we use
for other Library rules. We will make it as easy as possible to follow the rules by
including our policy on our website and on signage throughout the building. We will also
have a supply of masks to offer patrons who need one.
1. Assume at first that it is a mistake and the patron just forgot their mask or is
wearing it incorrectly by accident. Politely remind them that Library policy
requires everyone to wear a mask over their mouth and nose in the building.
2. If it is not a mistake, emphasize that mask wearing is a rule while commiserating
with them over how inconvenient it is. Listen to the patron. It’s okay to say,
“Well, I don’t know if that is true or not, it is hard to know who is correct, but this
is the rule here.” You can also personalize the rule. For example, “I know wearing
a mask is uncomfortable, but my spouse has asthma so it is really important to
me that I go home knowing I was safe at work.”
3. We are allowed to ask one question, “Are you unable to wear a mask because of a
disability?” If they answer yes, we should offer modifications such as bringing
their books outside or offering online assistance. We do not have to let them into
the building or allow them to stay in the building if they are not wearing a mask.
If we turn someone away after offering clear modifications which they decline,
document it.
4. If the patron is unwilling to comply, we ask their name (if we don’t know it) and
inform them that because they are not wearing a mask properly, they must leave
the building.
5. If the patron refuses to leave, tell them we must trespass them from the building
if they don’t leave immediately.
6. If they still refuse to leave, call the police and ask them for assistance.

Optima/ILL
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NORTH AMHERST LIBRARY • MUNSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY
To:

Jones Library Board of Trustees
Sharon Sharry, Library Director

From: Cyndi Harbeson, Head of Special Collections
Date: April 30, 2021
Re:

Request to deaccession out-of-scope items from the Fine Arts Collection

I am requesting to have the items listed on the accompanying spreadsheet
deaccessioned from the Fine Arts Collection. These items do not fit the criteria
established in the Artwork Policy approved by the Board of Trustees on August 19,
2004. All of these objects are out of scope to our collections, having no provenance or
no connection to Amherst. Additionally, some items are in poor condition.
I am recommending that these items be deaccessioned. For each deaccessioned item,
we would then decide on its disposition. In order of preference, items will be:
•
•
•
•

Kept and used at the library while the object remains useful (ex. Furniture)
Transferred to a more appropriate institution
Consigned to public auction
Discarded, as a last resort if in poor condition or with no monetary or historic
value

In addition to the list of deaccessions, I have also included the 2016 assessment
compiled by museum consultant Richard Malley and the Artwork Policy for background
information. With some exceptions, mainly the oriental rugs, the items listed in the
accompanying spreadsheet were all assessed by Mr. Malley and his professional
opinion was that they be deaccessioned.
The oriental rugs are included because they were originally purchased to be library
furnishings. Though collectively valued at $24,975 in 2013, these items are
inappropriate for our Fine Arts Collection because they have no relationship to Amherst,
are not historically valuable for scholarly purposes, and are unable to be properly
maintained and cared for according to acceptable professional standards. Some of the
rugs are also in very poor condition. It is my opinion that these rugs be deaccessioned
and either returned to use as library furnishings or consigned to public auction where
the proceeds could fund future preservation efforts with the Fine Arts Collection.
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like any further documentation.
Thank you for your consideration.

LEARN • DISCOVER • CONNECT
joneslibrary.org

Accession
#

Category
Ceramics

Ceramics

Ceramics

Object
Materials
Name
Turned Vase - Fired Glazed
Gray Glaze
Clay
Vase Roseville
Pottery

China
Serving Set
(10+ Pcs)

China, Glaze

Butter Plate
Porcelain
(3) - Limoges

Ceramics

Pitcher

66-1

Ceramics

XX-229

Ceramics

Art Pottery
Vase

like new

Source

Source
Comment

Gift

Gift

General Notes

Recommendation

indistinct signature on base.
no provenance.

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

roseville pottery is in Ohio.
they began making art
pottery in 1890s. vase is
probably a post-1940
product. no provenance

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Ruth V.
Elcan

set of hand-painted china
from Czechoslovakia
(cups/saucers, tea plates,
cookie plate). no connection
to Amherst; donor from
Pelham

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Ruth V.
Elcan

these butter plates by
Theodore Haviland / limoges Deaccession - Consign
rajah pattern. no connection
to Public Auction
to Amherst; donor from
Pelham

Unknown

tip of a leaf is broken
Unknown
off.

Porcelain
China

Ceramics

Ceramics

Condition Notes

Stoneware

minor flaws in glazed
Unknown
surface.

large brown-glazed stoneware Deaccession - Consign
pitcher. no provenance
to Public Auction

Fired Clay,
Paint

minor soiling on
surface. minor chips Unknown
along base.

double-handled art pottery
vase, grey body with
blue/green leaf motif
handles. no provenance

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

rose medallion punch bowl.

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

no provenance.

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Chinese
Export Punch China
Bowl
Limoges
China
Punch Bowl

Gift
minor wear on gold
lined lip of bowl

Unknown

J.M. Linton

XX-230

XX-254

glazed pierced bowl; iron
case. in turquoise with bird in
Deaccession - Consign
center of bowl interior. no
to Public Auction
provenance. N.B. stand not
original to bowl.

minor wear on stand Unknown

inventory lists as being on
carved wooden stand. no
provenance.

like new

Unknown

no history - no value to speak
of, no provenance. probably Deaccession - Discard
mid-20th c.

Gift

Edgar Scott

no apparent connection to
amherst, except local donor.
tried to sell in 1980. suggest
trying again, starting with
stacks in ny.

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Purchase

more dolls than this
institution needs, if it needs
Purchased By
any. many are post-WWII
Jones
examples purchased through
Library As
world-wide Doll Club in
Part Of A
1950s-60s. supplemented by
Doll Club
a handful of donations from
the 1970s-1990s.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Gift

Liz Weston
(1976)

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Ceramics

Bowl And
Stand

corrosion on exposed
Iron, Glaze /
iron at bottom.
Unknown
Stand Is Ebony imperfection in glaze
inside bowl.

Ceramics

Ginger Jar
On Stand

Porcelain;
Rosewood

Ceramics

Fruit Bowl;
By E.O.Brody Glass
Co

Currency

Scott Coin
Collection

Coll. Of 349
Coins, Tokens,
items in various
Notes - Mostly
conditions
Us 19Th C;
Some Foreign.

Dolls

Dolls - Misc

Various

Dolls

French
Fashion
Model

Plastic,
Cardboard,
Cotton, Lace,
Brass

condition varies

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Dolls

Dolls

Dolls

Footwear

Footwear

Marie
Antoinette

Dolls

Thai Doll

Porcelain,
Cotton, Silk

Various

Fabric, Paper

generally good

Gift

Anzovin/Pod
note says made by a CT
ell Family
dollmaker, probably in 1980s.
(Janet Podell
given by a local family.
6/21/1991)

Gift

Deaccession - Transfer
Mary Taylor
small groups of international to Another Institution
Cowles Lane
dolls.
or consign to public
(1984)
auction

Gift

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

Jean Iglehart male dancer with dragon
(1973)
mask, holding sword.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Wood,
Leather, And
Clog (Sabot),
Metal
France
Hardware
(Nails)

in fair condition: the
leather strap
belonging to the
right clog, is missing Unknown
nails to keep the
strap in place (upper
section).

a pair of wooden clogs with
engraved designs, and thick
leather straps.

Deaccession - Discard

Clog (Sabot),
Wood
France?

in poor condition:
the back, left-hand
Unknown
side of the left clog is
damaged.

a pair of wooden clogs with
engraved designs.

Deaccession - Discard

Footwear

Clog
(Klomp),
Holland

Wood

in fair condition: the
left clog exhibits
signs of water
damage. the water
Unknown
damage is visible on
the toe, sole, and the
inside of the clog.

Footwear

Clog
(Klomp),
Holland

Wood, Paint

in fair condition:
slight water damage
on both clogs.

Footwear

Children'S
Clog
(Klomp),
Holland

Wood, Paint

in fair condition: on
the bottom of the left
Unknown
clog, the wood is
beginning to chip.

Unknown

a pair of wooden clogs with
engraved designs.

Deaccession - Discard

a pair of red (painted)
wooden clogs with engraved
designs.

Deaccession - Discard

a pair of red wooden clogs
with gold accents (accents are
Deaccession - Discard
on the left and right-hand
sides).

Footwear

Horn-Tip
Opanak
Shoes,
Yugoslavia

Leather

in poor condition:
both shoes are
missing original
straps (located near
the ankle region of
the shoes) and
display visible wear.

Unknown

one pair of traditional
Opanak style shoes with horn
tips. the shoes are made
entirely of leather, and on the
upper lips of the shoes, there
is a woven pattern. the woven
pattern consists of two kinds Deaccession - Discard
of leather, creating a
checkered design. * on the
bottom of the shoes, they are
labeled "Yugoslavia," but
exhibit characteristics of the
Serbian Opanak style.

Footwear

Footwear

Upturned
Shoes With
Straps
Leather, Metal
(Tsarvili),
Hardware
Turkey/Bulga
ria

Upturned
Shoes With
Straps
Leather, Metal
(Tsarvili),
Hardware
Turkey/Bulga
ria

in fair condition:
the shoes display
visible wear and age, Unknown
and the leather is
beginning to decay.

a pair of traditional Tsarvili
leather shoes, with two straps
and buckles. the straps are
decorated with ornamental
flowers (also made out of
leather), which are attached
to the center straps of the
shoes.*on the bottom of the
Deaccession - Discard
shoes, they are labeled
"Turkey," but the specific
style of the shoes,reveals that
they are "Tsarvili."Tsarvili is
a traditional Bulgarian style
of shoe; thus the shoes are
Bulgarian rather than
Turkish.

in fair condition:
visible wear, leather
is starting to
erode/tear.

a pair of traditional Tsarvili
leather shoes with two straps
and buckles. the straps are
decorated with ornamental
flowers (also made out of
Deaccession - Discard
leather) which are attached to
the center straps. * labeled
"Turkey", but the specific
style/design of the shoes,
"Tsarvili," is Bulgarian.

Unknown

Footwear

in poor condition:
the stitching of the
upper- half of the left
shoe has come
undone. additonally, Unknown
the whole left-hand
side of the right shoe
has also come
undone.

a pair of traditional Tsarvili
leather shoes with straps and
buckles. the straps are
Deaccession - Discard
embellished with small,
leather flowers, which are
attached to the center straps

in fair condition: the
thongs of both shoes
exhibit the most
wear (it appears the
straps were initially
Wood, Woven red or orange, but
Unknown
Reeds, Cotton, the color has faded
Metal
with time). in
addition to the worn
down straps, the
bottom corners and
soles of the shoes
display damage.

a pair of traditional wooden
getas (clogs). the shoes have
woven soles (woven reeds),
wooden bases, and stilts (in
japanese the stilts are called
Deaccession - Discard
"ha"). the stilts measure 1.5 ",
and on the bottom of the
shoes, there are small, metal
emblems with Japanese
characters.

Upturned
Shoes With
Straps
(Smaller
Leather, Metal
Pair)
Hardware
(Tsarvili),
Turkey/Bulga
ria

Footwear

Woven Geta
Sandals,
Japan

Footwear

Geta Sandals
With Pink
Cotton
Wood, Cotton
Thongs,
Japan

in good condition:
the thongs have the
most visible wear
and age due to their
faded color.

Unknown

a pair of wooden geta sandals
with pink and white cotton
Deaccession - Discard
thongs, wooden bases, and
stilts (the stilts measure 1").

XX-46

Footwear

Tall Geta
Sandals
(GakuseiAshida),
Japan

in excellent
Wood, Cotton,
condition: the thongs
And Woven
Unknown
show the most visible
Reeds
wear.

Furniture

Clock

Mahogany

Furniture

53-1

58-10A

Cabinet Japanese

Wood,
door hinge loose on
Lacquer, Brass front

Furniture

Mirror With
Hooks

Maple, Brass,
Glass, Steel

Furniture

King Tut
Liquor
Cabinet

Pine,
Fiberglass

Furniture

Furniture

Display Case

Lamp, Table

veneer missing in a
spot above the face

a pair of wooden geta sandals
known as "gakusei-ashida."
gakusei-ashida is a particular
style of geta and means "high Deaccession - Discard
geta for students." the shoes
have cotton thongs, wooden
bases, and 3.5" stilts.

Unknown

Gift

sessions, veneer case
Minnie
Tenney, 1928
(Mrs.
William
Tenney)

generally ok, but
glass is discolored by
Unknown
loosening of the
silvering.

Deaccession - Discard

no connection to Amherst;
Minnie Tenney could be Mrs.
Deaccession - Consign
Benjamin Tenney and they
to Public Auction
lived in Amherst, but cannot
confirm
backed with a circa 1930
newspaper from Montreal or Deaccession - Consign
Quebec. very mysterious
to Public Auction
piece!
no Amherst connection; no
provenance

Unknown

Oak, Glass,
Brass

normal wear evident,
Gift
especially at base

Elinor
Andrews

Brass

brass base, colonial
candlestick design,
Thos. L.
fluted finials. shade Purchase? Moore,
is oyster white
Decorator
parchment

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

this is a nice display case, but
Deaccession - Keep in
is not very useful these days,
use or consign to public
especially if doll collection is
auction
deaccessioned.
originally in Goodwin Room, Deaccession - Consign
acquired in 1958
to Public Auction

58-10B

Furniture

Lamp, Table

Brass

brass base, colonial
candlestick design,
Thos. L.
fluted finials. shade Purchase? Moore,
is oyster white
Decorator
parchment

81-1

Furniture

Display
Cabinet

Glass, Wood

glass front, standing
Purchase
cabinet

XX-25

Furniture

Table

Oak

rectangular, turned
legs, spoon-feet,
drawer

Mahogany,
Brass, Velvet

stretcher has
broken.proper right
arm is unglued.
minor split above
urn(?) device.

Mahogany,
Brass, Velvet

both arms are
unglued. normal
wear otherwise.

XX-301A

XX-301B

Furniture

Furniture

Shield-Back
Armchair

Shield-Back
Armchair

XX-301C

Furniture

Shield-Back
Armchair

XX-45

Furniture

Round
Pedestal
Table

Furniture

Kneehole
Desk

XX-66

originally in Goodwin Room, Deaccession - Consign
acquired in 1958
to Public Auction

bought with 100% federal
Danco, Inc.,
Deaccession - Keep in
funding for $699 in
Northampto
use or consign to public
September 1981, originally in
auction
n, Ma
children's department

Unknown

originally in "study area"

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Unknown

remove from fine arts
collection and keep only if
you plan to use them (set of
3)

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Unknown

remove from fine arts
collection and keep only if
you plan to use them (set of
3)

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Mahogany,
Brass, Velvet

check for loose joints
Unknown
on arms.

remove from fine arts
collection and keep only if
you plan to use them (set of
3)

Mahogany

badly worn,
scratched, and
abraded

no provenance

Oak

3 drawers on each
side, 1 center drawer,
Unknown
extension for
typewriter

Unknown

originally in children's
Deaccession - Keep in
department, was Sondra's old use or consign to public
desk
auction

XX-79

XX-82

36-1A

36-1B

36-1C

36-1D

Furniture

Furniture

Furniture

Furniture

Furniture

Furniture

Sofa

3 cushion,
overstuffed, blue
mohair-type uphol., Gift
carved claw and ball
feet in front

Mahogany,
Tilt-Top
Birch Or
Candle Stand
Maple, Steel

not period - no wear
on edges, very
consistent finish
Unknown
quality. or else top is
replaced.

Chair, Arm

Chair, Arm

Chair, Arm

Chair, Arm

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mahogany

Gift?

Gift?

Gift?

Gift?

Mrs. F. P.
Rand

in terrible shape, needs to be
Deaccession - Discard
discarded, beyond use

probably either a modern
piece or a "manual" piece old base and new top. no
provenance

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Burgess
Bequest?

curved wooden back with
splats in lyre-like design,
Deaccession - Consign
wood arms, seat in red fabric
to Public Auction
uphol. with nap, gold
nailheads.

Burgess
Bequest?

curved wooden back with
splats in lyre-like design,
Deaccession - Consign
wood arms, seat in red fabric
to Public Auction
uphol. with nap, gold
nailheads.

Burgess
Bequest?

curved wooden back with
splats in lyre-like design,
Deaccession - Consign
wood arms, seat in red fabric
to Public Auction
uphol. with nap, gold
nailheads.

Burgess
Bequest?

curved wooden back with
splats in lyre-like design,
Deaccession - Consign
wood arms, seat in red fabric
to Public Auction
uphol. with nap, gold
nailheads.

47-1A

XX-306

XX-84

Furniture

Furniture

Furniture

Glassware

Case

Table,
Antique
Dropleaf

Table,
Mahogany
Communion

Vase

Glass

Glassware

Drinking
Glasses (6) Green

Lighting

Decorative
Lamp Brass, Cotton
Napoleon III

Glass

minor scratches in
places

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Unknown

mahogany case wth drawers

Gift?

Cutler
Bequest?

2 leaves, drawer on short
side. top is inlaid with lighter Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
wood. legs end in bracked
auction
feet at each end. "cylinder
stretcher"

Unknown

communion table with heavy
pedestals with cylindrical
Congregation
stretchers, heavy scroll feet.;
al Church,
Deaccession - Transfer
church was destroyed by fire
Enfield, Ma
to Another Institution
in august, 1936; offer to Swift
1787-1936
River Valley Historical
Society

Unknown

no value, no provenance.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

Unknown

set of 6 small handblown
green drinking glasses. color
is similar to "depression
glass" sold in 1930s/40s. no
provenance.

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Unknown

brass oil lamp with applied
decoration of 4 bullets,
Deaccession - Consign
napoleon iii medallion, and
to Public Auction
US penny. commemmorative
item? no provenance

20-1D

20-1A

20-1B

20-1C

XX-155

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Lighting

Table Lamp

Lamp, Table

Lamp, Table

Lamp, Table

poor condition;
shade missing; shade
Brass, Copper, support stem is
Unknown
Ceramic
broken; one fixture
badly bent; no wiring
left.

very poor condition; no
market value. suggest
discarding.

Brass

Brass

Brass

Deaccession - Discard

Gift?

Jones
Bequest?

brass base with green tole
Deaccession - Keep in
shade with top rim brass. 3
use or consign to public
candle-like outlets, adjustable
auction
height

Gift?

Jones
Bequest?

brass base with green tole
Deaccession - Keep in
shade with top rim brass. 3
use or consign to public
candle-like outlets, adjustable
auction
height

Gift?

Jones
Bequest?

brass base with green tole
Deaccession - Keep in
shade with top rim brass. 3
use or consign to public
candle-like outlets, adjustable
auction
height
brass based lamp with
hurricane glass shade &
prisms (1 missing).
electrified. base square.

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Lighting

Lamp, Table

Brass, Prisms

Unknown

Metalware

Candy or Nut Silver-Plated
Dish
Metal

heavily tarnished,
some dents and other Unknown
evidence of use.

dish has grape motif; early
Deaccession - Consign
20th century. no provenance to Public Auction

Vase

surface dirt evident.
some corrosion on
inside.

cast brass vase with elaborate
engraving on outside
surfaces; made in India, 20th
century. no provenance. this
is probably a souvenir.

Metalware

Brass, Paint

Unknown

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

XX-231

XX-234

XX-236

Metalware

Metalware

Metalware

Tray

Brass, Paint

Coffee Pot Pewter
Made by Rice

Creamer - by
Pewter
Rice

surface dirt evident

minor wear evident

minor wear evident

Unknown

brass tray, scalloped edges,
with impressed floral designs
painted in red and
black.made in india, 20th
century. no provenance. this
is likely a souvenir.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

Unknown

probably a 20th century
piece. do not keep unless
there is history to support it.
see also creamer xx-236 and
sugar bowl xx-237.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Unknown

probably a 20th century
piece. do not keep unless
there is history to support it.
see also coffee pot xx-234 and
sugar bowl xx-237.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Unknown

probably a 20th century
piece. do not keep unless
there is history to support it.
see also coffee pot xx-234 and
creamer xx-236.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Discard

XX-237

Metalware

Sugar Bowl Pewter
by Rice

XX-241

Metalware

Teakettle

Tin, Wood,
dent in bottom of
Nickel Plating kettle

Unknown

no provenance. little value.

Metalware

Creamer

Silver-Plated
Metal

heavily tarnished

Unknown

creamer engraved "s" on side.
Deaccession - Consign
no provenance. see also bowl
to Public Auction
for same tea set.

Metalware

Sugar Bowl

Silver Plated
Metal

heavily tarnished

Unknown

sugar bowl engraved "s" on
Deaccession - Consign
side. no provenance. see also
to Public Auction
creamer from same tea set.

Metalware

Butter Dish

Silver

heavily dented, and
tarnished

Unknown

marked with monogram "elr". Deaccession - Consign
no provenance
to Public Auction

minor wear evident

Metalware

Metalware

Ladle

Vase - Made
in India

Silver-Plated
Metal

heavily tarnished

Brass

Unknown

late 19th / early 20th century Deaccession - Consign
ladle. no provenance
to Public Auction

Unknown

small brass vase, basketweave
finish, marked "india/733
Deaccession - Consign
mt" on bottom. no
to Public Auction
provenance

Unknown

pair of wooden block
bookends engraved with
geometrical carving in
stippled style. initials "WH"
on each. who is "WH"? no
provenance

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Misc

Bookends
Marked
"WH"

Misc

Tin,
Storage Box
Cardboard,
w/Inner Box
Silk

overall good
condition - no rust
on tin box; inner silk- Unknown
covered cardboard
box in good shape.

no history relating to
Amherst area.

Misc

Elephant
Elephant
Tusk Vase On
Ivory, Wood,
Mount Paint, Metal
Chinese

tusk is split in several
places; metallic inlay Unknown
missing in places

souvenir item, probably 20th
century. may not be able to
Deaccession - Consign
sell due to elephant ivory
to Public Auction
regulations.

Firestarter
Pitcher

some corrosion
evident, along with
surface dirt.
firestarter wand is
missing.

sold by "Cape Cod shop" in
20th century. many examples
Deaccession - Consign
found online. missing
to Public Auction
firestarter wand. no
provenance

Misc

Wood

Brass

minor checking
evident

Unknown

Misc

Misc

Misc

Misc

XX-126

Unidentified

Quirt

Display
Stands (2)

probably a fragment of an
item - possibly chinese. no
provenance. n.b. found in
Deaccession - Discard
elephant tusk vase, but likely
not part of it.

Baleen Or
Horn

item is in 3 pieces
and is probably
incomplete

Horsehair

good overall - tip of
quirt is bent back on Unknown
itself.

if not other info, consider
selling or transferring

Rosewood

minor chip missing
on top edge of larger Unknown
stand

Deaccession - Transfer
chinese export display stands,
to Another Institution,
probably for a small vase or
consign to public
similar item. no provenance
auction, or discard

Wooden Dish
Wood
- Polish?

Misc

Miniature
Goblet

Misc

Ship Model - Wood, Fabric,
Mayflower
Twine

Wood

Unknown

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or Consign to public
auction

Unknown

small turned wooden dish
with engraved floral designs;
name "Zakopane" near rim.
Zakopane is a town in
southern Poland. probably a
souvenir. no local connection

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

Unknown

turned miniature wood
goblet, with carved floral
designs on side. no
provenance

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

Gift

very poor quality piece. cheap
Mr. and Mrs.
"restaurant" artwork at best.
George
Deaccession - Discard
does not resemble mayflower
Cutler
at all.

XX-144

XX-242

XX-247

Domed
Pine, Paint,
Trunk Or Box Steel

surface dirt. lock
hardware is missing;
large hole patched on
Unknown
inside. top split in 3
places. some paint
drips

Misc

Mounted
Cowhorns

Cowhorn,
Wood, Metal

wooden center plug
is worn and
scratched; nails
attaching horns to
wood are corroded.
normal wear on
horns.

Misc

Pipe
W/Bamboo
Mouthpiece

Wood,
Bamboo,
Fabric

very little wear or use
Gift
noted.

Misc

Bridle

Steel, Leather, well worn; may be
Horsehair
incomplete

Misc

Musical
Autoharp
Instrument

31-3

XX-135

Wood, Steel,
Paint

Mahogany,
Musical
Grand Piano Steel, Brass,
Instrument
Ivory, Ebony
Natural
history

Shell
Collection

Shells (On
Wood Base
W/Domed
Glass Lid),
Coral

good condition

trunk has decorative graining
of black on a brown ground
Deaccession - Consign
color. inscription
to Public Auction
"Shutesbury" on inside of
trunk. no provenance

Unknown

no provenance

Unknown

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

no provenance. does not
Deaccession - Consign
appear to be American origin. to Public Auction

Unknown

no history to connect
w/town.

Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Unknown

Deaccession - Transfer
also has series of music cards to Another Institution
for playing. do not retain.
or consign to public
auction

Unknown

doesn't belong in Fine Arts
Collection.

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Unknown

out of scope.

Deaccession - Discard

10-O

Rugs

Kurdish/North
Oriental Rug west Persian
Mat

11-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

12-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Yomud Chuval

13-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Southwest
Persian Rug

Purchase?

14-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Hamadan
Long Rug

Purchase?

16-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Kurdistan
Runner

Purchase?

Karabaugh
Rug

Unknown

Unknown

Purchase?

17-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Baktiari Rug

Purchase

18-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Shirvan

Purchase?

19-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Hamadan/Sar
aband Rug

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1890, graphic goradis
use or consign to public
pattern
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1910, aniline red with
use or consign to public
color run
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1970, mixed technique
use or consign to public
with pile and flatweave
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
circa 1950's, herati pattern
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
1920's, blue field, mina kahni
use or consign to public
like pattern all over, fold wear
auction
circa 1900, both ends and
sides missing

Purchase?

Toros
Omartian
and Sons,
Springfield,
MA

circa 1910, overall animal and Deaccession - Keep in
"gens" (amulet derived from use or consign to public
genie) in border
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1890, ivory field with
use or consign to public
perepedil design, kufic border
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1920, brown field with
use or consign to public
boteh
auction

1-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

Purchase?

circa 1920, dated 1332 woven Deaccession - Keep in
into rug, overall boteh field, use or consign to public
evenly low, missing 1" at end auction

21-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Mahal Carpet

Purchase?

circa 1920, orange/rust field
with allover floral pattern,
turtle border, selvage
detachment, sheared low

22-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Oushak Carpet

Purchase?

circa 1920, small areas of
staining and slight wear

23-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Turkish Rug

Purchase?

circa 1920

24-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Northwest
Persian Rug

Purchase?

circa 1890, blue field, wine
cup border

Purchase?

circa 1910, navy field owith
overall boteh design, wine
glass design border, 2"
missing each end, refringed,
reselvaged

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

circa 1920's, gold field with
allover palmette design,
wear/damage throughout,
multiple holes, fair cond., 2
patches

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

1920's, with six geometric
medallioons in field

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

25-O

27-O

28-O

Rugs

Rugs

Rugs

Bidjar Long
Oriental Rug
Rug

Oriental Rug Oushak Carpet

Oriental Rug Luri Long Rug

Purchase

Purchase?

Toros
Omartian
and Sons,
Springfield,
MA

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

29-O

2-O

30-O

31-O

32-O

Rugs

Rugs

Oriental Rug Shirvan Rug

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

Rugs

Oriental Rug Serab Rug

Rugs

Bidjar Kurd
Oriental Rug
Rug

Rugs

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

Purchase

Toros
Omartian
and Sons,
Springfield,
MA

circa 1900, perepedil design, Deaccession - Keep in
kufic border, with dark blue use or consign to public
field
auction

Purchase?

circa 1920's, red field with
Deaccession - Keep in
connected diamonds down
use or consign to public
center, missing 1/2" ends and
auction
edges, refringed, re-overcast

Purchase?

circa 1900, with ivory field,
two medallions with camel
color around (slight moth
damage)

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Purchase?

circa 1910, ivory field with
long blue lozenge with
geometric forms

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

Purchase?

1920's, red field with overall
boteh design, missing 3
inches at top and 1 inch at
bottom

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

33-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Veramin Mat

Purchase?

circa 1900, blue field

34-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Yomud

Purchase?

circa 1920

Rugs

South Persian
Oriental Rug Mat, Probably
Luri

Purchase?

thick pile, floral repeat
design, missing 1" at bottom
end

35-O

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

36-O

Rugs

South Persian
Oriental Rug Mat, Possibly
Luri

37-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Baluch Mat
Soumak
Oriental Rug Shahsavan
Bagface
Soumak
Oriental Rug Shahsavan
Bagface

Purchase?

Purchase?

38A-O

Rugs

Purchase?

38B-O

Rugs

38C-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Shahsavan
Bagface

Purchase?

38D-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Shahsavan
Bagface

Purchase?

Purchase?

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
circa 1900, several ink stains, Deaccession - Keep in
valued at 600.00 (2013)
use or consign to public
paired with 38-B
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1900, valued at 600.00
use or consign to public
(2013) paired with 38-A
auction
circa 1890, repiling, valued at Deaccession - Keep in
600.00 (2013) as paired with use or consign to public
38-D
auction
circa 1890, repiling, valued at Deaccession - Keep in
600.00 (2013) paired with 38- use or consign to public
C
auction
circa 1920, moth damage on
back

Purchase?

1870's, heraldic beast-like
designs, floral meandering
border, very well-done
(missing both selvages)

Rugs

Kurdish
Oriental Rug
Chuval

Purchase?

circa 1900, missing 1" at top
and bottom

40-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Afshar Rug

Purchase?

circa 1910, corrosion

41-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Bidjar Kurd
Rug

Purchase?

circa 1930

Rugs

Soumak
Oriental Rug
Bagface

39-O

38E-O

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

42-O

Rugs

Hamadan
Oriental Rug
Long Rug

Purchase

Toros
Omartian
and Sons,
Springfield,
MA

Deaccession - Keep in
circa 1930, blue field, overall
use or consign to public
herati pattern
auction

43-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

Purchase?

circa 1920

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

4-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Senneh Rug

Purchase?

circa 1910, red field with
several large boteh, missing
3" at bottom and 2" at top

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

51-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Baluch Rug

Purchase?

52-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Northwest
Persian Serab

53-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Shirvan Rug

54-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug

55-O

Rugs

56-O

Rugs

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
circa 1900, blue field, ivory
Deaccession - Keep in
border with stylized vines and use or consign to public
leaves
auction

Purchase?

Purchase

Toros
Omartian
and Sons,
Springfield,
MA

circa 1900

Purchase?

circa 1910, part of area
runner

Oriental Rug Shirvan Rug

Purchase?

circa 1900

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

Purchase?

Kurdish Serab
Fragment

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

57-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Sarouk Carpet

Purchase?

5-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Shirvan Rug

Purchase?

6A-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Hamadan

Purchase?

6B-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

Purchase?

6C-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Oriental Rug

Purchase?

7-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Hamadan Rug

8-O

Rugs

Hamadan/Ser
Oriental Rug
aband

90-1

Rugs

Oriental Rug

9-O

Rugs

Oriental Rug Baluch Mat

XX-255

Rugs

Oriental Rug

Hamadan
Runner

Machine Made
Rug

Purchase

Deaccession - Keep in
missing part of border at one
use or consign to public
end, partial new fringes
auction
circa 1910, blue field, akstafa Deaccession - Keep in
like medallions in field,
use or consign to public
replaced selvages
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Toros
Omartian
and Sons,
Springfield,
MA

Purchase?

Gift

Purchase?

Purchase?

circa 1920, navy field with
boteh all over, red border
stylized floral design

circa 1920
Marion
Nichols
Arnold

navy field with large boteh,
barber pole border, large
patch at one end
circa 1920

Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Keep in
use or consign to public
auction

XX-256

XX-257

55.41?

Rugs

Machine Made
Oriental Rug
Runner

Purchase?

Rugs

Northwest
Oriental Rug Persian
Fragment

Purchase?

Sculpture

Carved Iquai
Soapstone
Tribe Figure

Sculpture

Mask Of
Unidentified Bronze
Man

Sculpture

Sculpture

Bust - Elbert Terra Cotta,
Hubbard
Paint

Bust Abraham
Lincoln

Bust Sculptures Possibly of a
Monk

good condition.
possibly missing a
Gift
spear in figure's right
hand.

some paint loss on
edges

Deaccession - Keep in
blue and maroon
use or consign to public
auction
circa 1910, with cypress trees Deaccession - Keep in
and weeping willow trees,
use or consign to public
some moth activity
auction
Carolyn
Gifford

this is not part of andrews
collection. no provenance.
Deaccession - Transfer
contact Ethnographic
to Another Institution
Museum as possible transfer
item.

Unknown

marked "Rockefeller" inside
base. "55.41" may not be a
Jones Library acc #. out of
scope.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or Consign to public
auction

Unknown

label says "Elbert
Hubbard/printer" and "Alfeo
Faggi". May fit with Charles
Green Printing Collection

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Consign
to Public Auction

Alabaster

good condition

Unknown

marked "Lincoln tea" on
reverse. possibly an
advertising item? seems out
of scope. duplicated by
another lincoln bust.

Alabaster

very minor surface
losses noted

Unknown

no provenance

Textiles

XX-245

Textiles

Textiles

Textiles

Leather
Moccasins

leather is hardened;
Leather, Brass laces missing; brass Unknown
eyelets are corroded.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction
Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Gift

Arthur P.
Stedman

out of scope. note - taken
from a warehouse in
Luxemburg at end of WWII
by Arthur Stedman.

appears to be in
excellent condition.
unused. acquired by
Gift
American soldier at
end of WWII Arthur P. Stedman.

Arthur P.
Stedman

out of scope. note - taken
from a warehouse in
Luxemburg at end of WWII
by Arthur Stedman.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Martin J.
Kennedy

also has photo of Ijn Haruna
at end of WWII. seems out of
scope. Note: Japanese
battleship Haruna was
claimed to be sunk in 1942 by
a b-17 piloted by Lt. Colin
Kelly. This was incorrect, but
became widely believed in
US. Haruna was sunk in
harbor by USN aircraft in
1945.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Military Cap - Wool, Leather, brim is broken off
Brass
cap.
Nazi

Cotton,
Banner, Nazi
Leather, Steel

possibly European? no
provenance, consider selling
or transferring to an
institution with a large
costume collection

Japanese
Naval Ensign
some fading and
Cotton, Hemp
From Ijn
holes evident
Haruna

Gift

Toys

Toys

Cotton, Lace,
Wood, Glass

some tearing of blue
tunic; stain on skirt Unknown
(or petticoat)

no connection between poet
Lucy Larcom and Amherst;
transfer doll to either
Wheaton College or the
Beverly Historical Society.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution

Elephant and Wood, Paint,
Horse
Iron

minor scattered
paint losses on each. Unknown
surface dirt evident.

pair of souvenir wheeled
figures from India, 20th
century.no provenance.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

this collection has,
unfortunately, outlived its
usefulness to this institution.
consider selling or
transferring to a more
appropriate repository.

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution
or consign to public
auction

Doll

Wood, Cotton,
Silk, Velvet,
condition varies
Porcelain,
widely with
Metal, Paper, individual dolls
Etc

Gift

Cowhorn,
Wood, Brass

missing spout plug
and carrying strap

Unknown

this is a generic 19th c powder Deaccession - Consign
horn with no provenance
to Public Auction

Weapons

Japanese
Sword
Scabbard

Bone, Wood,
Brass

missing sword;
missing bottom of
scabbard; misc
sections of bone
missing or split.

Unknown

probably a tourist trade item
(c. 1870-1930). very poor
condition. discard or try to
sell (very little market value).

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

Weapons

Knife with
Sheath

Steel, Wood,
tip of knife missing;
Unknown
Brass, Leather split in wood handle

no provenance

Deaccession - Transfer
to Another Institution,
consign to public
auction, or discard

XX-88

Toys

Doll
Collection

XX-243

Weapons

Powder Horn

XX-246

Elinor
Andrews

Collections Assessment Report for The Jones Library
February 2016
At the request of The Jones Library in Amherst, Massachusetts, I undertook an
assessment of the three-dimensional objects in the library’s fine arts collection, numbering in
excess of 1150 items. Like many local libraries, historical societies and museums in New
England, The Jones Library finds itself with an eclectic grouping of objects, some with obvious
and logical connections to the local community, others with no apparent link to the institution, its
history, or its mission.
The methodology employed in this assessment is fairly straightforward. Working with
Cynthia Harbeson, Curator of Special Collections, I was provided a spreadsheet listing objects
considered part of the library’s fine arts collection. The impressive collection of paintings,
drawings, illustrations and photographs were excluded from this survey, as was the amazing
group of oriental rugs. After reviewing the spreadsheet, and with input from Cyndi Harbeson, an
assessment worksheet was developed in order to facilitate the systematic recording of key data
fields for each of the objects, including physical condition and source. Recommendations as to
disposition of each object or collection of objects were made on each sheet, based on my best
understanding of the library’s history and mission. The significance of objects from such
benefactors as the Jones, Burnett and Burgess families was taken into account; in particular the
intention of Mr. Burnett that the library should serve as a cultural center for the town, furnished
with artwork and period furnishings. In passing I might note that the worksheets should help
inform library staff of possible next steps, and also assist with updating the library’s fine arts
collection spreadsheet. To reiterate, I considered how each object fits with the library’s history
and mission before making a recommendation for action.
The three-dimensional component of the fine arts collection can be broken down into
eleven broad material culture categories such as furniture, sculpture, lighting, toys, etc. Some of
these categories clearly reflect the intentions of benefactors like William Burnett, from whose
estate many pieces of furniture and sculpture were donated. Other categories like ceramics,
hardware and metalware can be less closely tied to specific sources. In fact, there are a great
many objects for which no source can be documented; largely a reflection of the lack of
consistent record keeping in the distant past. This information gap is reflected in the numbers of
items that were surveyed but were not found on the fine arts collection spreadsheet.
Following is a general review of the twelve major material cultural categories of objects
in the fine arts collection:
Furniture
Objects in spreadsheet: 48 Objects assessed: 53 Objects not located: 1
The furniture category is at once one of the better documented but most problematic. The
Burnett, Jones, Burgess and Baker families are well represented as sources. Taking a cue from
the Burnett bequest, most of the furniture is used by library staff and/or patrons, which is
fundamentally at odds with how fine arts collections are typically handled. This is not intended
as a criticism, but rather to point up the particular circumstances involved. “Using” furniture is
obviously different than “using” wall-hung artwork, so many of the pieces exhibit damage and
wear and tear from everyday use. I suggest using the condition notes on the worksheets to

identify problems and undertake periodic repair of the furniture to extend its useful life. Typical
problems include unglued joints, disfiguring surface scrapes and abrasions, missing trim, and
worn upholstery. In some instances the condition of a piece makes it next to useless, and in
these situations deaccessioning should be considered.
Lighting
Objects in spreadsheet: 12 Objects assessed: 14 Objects not located: 2
Like the furniture, lighting fixtures are used throughout the building in public areas like SPC
Reading Room or staff offices. These too show evident wear due to many years of normal use.
The majority of the pieces do not have specific provenance, but certainly add ambiance to the
various spaces. Where indicated, damaged lighting fixtures should be repaired to maintain their
usefulness to patrons and staff.
Sculpture
Objects in spreadsheet: 14 Objects assessed: 28 Objects not located: 2
Sculpture in the collection runs the gamut from high quality bronze works likeThe Haymaker to
mass-produced plaster busts of Noah Webster. The discrepancy between what was in the
spreadsheet and what was assessed lies primarily in items found in storage in the SPC Exhibit
Room. A few of the pieces are certainly high quality, while others are of lesser stature. The
three plaster friezes by Waugh are really nice and some thought might be given to using them in
some fashion. Also located was a soapstone carving of an Inuit hunter that is likely a souvenir of
someone’s travels in northern Canada. While many of the sculptures lack a source, it seems
likely that some are part of the Burnett bequest.
Hardware
Objects in spreadsheet: 14 Objects assessed: 15
This category is exclusively comprised of fireplace equipment, primarily andirons and fireplace
tool sets. Clearly the abundance of fireplaces in the various wings of the library account for the
high number, particularly of andiron pairs. None have a specific provenance, and they vary
widely in age, size and design. Recent systems upgrade work at the library has reduced the
number of open fireplaces, resulting in multiple pairs of andirons and two sets of fireplace tools
languishing in the attic. While I did not suggest the deaccessioning of any particular examples
on the worksheets, consideration might be given to culling the herd a bit given the reduced
number of fireplaces.
Metalware
Objects in spreadsheet: 11 Objects assessed: 21
Metalware relates primarily to domestic serving items such as pewter plates, silverplated tea
services and other dining-related objects. There is a 3-piece church communion service and
several brass vases included in this category. While some of the pieces have considerable age,
some are relatively modern mass produced items without any provenance and should be
considered for deaccessioning.

Ceramics
Objects in spreadsheet: 10 Objects assessed: 35
Ceramics range from mid-20th century mass produced glassware and souvenir “Amherst” mugs
to a lovely 19th century Chinese Export rose famille punch bowl. With only several exceptions
the sources of these pieces is not known. In fact, the vast majority were not found in the fine art
spreadsheet. The library should ask itself what role these many can or would play in advancing
the mission, and act accordingly. On many of the worksheets I suggested deaccessioning.
Toys
Objects in spreadsheet: 275+/- Objects assessed: 400+/Among the largest collections by size are the doll collections, one donated by Eleanor Andrews
in 1953, the other compiled by library staff during the 1950s and 1960s. Many of the latter were
acquired through membership in the World Wide Doll Club, a sort of “doll of the month club”
arrangement. Given the size of these two collections a collection-level sheet was done instead
of item level sheets. In addition, as other doll sources were identified a worksheet was compiled
so at least help identify these other donors, who typically donated a relative handful of
examples. The basic question comes down to this: what role does the doll collection play in
today’s world? Are these dolls instructive in some fashion? Have they become mere curiosities
of more interest to collectors than to kids? Certainly the hundreds of examples crammed into the
Andrews display case cannot be appreciated. Nor can the many dolls in the library’s collection,
most of which appear to be stowed in the closet in the Craft Room. I took pains to keep an eye
on the doll case when I passed by during my 5 days on site and saw no one paying any
attention to them. Serious consideration should be given to deaccessioning most if not all of the
dolls if viable uses cannot be identified. Perhaps a dedicated children’s museum is a better
home?
Textiles
Objects in spreadsheet: 6 Objects assessed: 9
This is a small grouping that can be broken down into two basic categories: 19th century
schoolgirl needlework and “liberated” WWII booty. All the needleworks seem to be local and
should likely stay in the collection. One pair of beaded moccasins seems out of scope and might
be considered for deaccessioning. The WWII items (a Nazi cap and banner; a Japanese naval
ensign) were apparently given after the war by returning servicemen. Truly, they do not seem to
fit in with the library mission. They would probably do well at a specialty militaria auction, in
particular the Nazi banner (25 feet long!) and the Japanese naval ensign from battleship
Haruna.

Weapons
Objects in spreadsheet: 6 Objects assessed: 7

This is an eclectic category that includes U.S. and foreign swords and edge weapons,
accoutrements like a powder horn, and two examples of what are essentially tools—harpoons.
While at least one of the pieces appear to be a souvenir of travel to Japan, most really have no
story, the exception being the Civil War field sword of Samuel Jones. The harpoons appear to
be 20th C. reproductions with absolutely no history or evidence of use. In general, most of the
items in this category seem out of scope.
Other
Objects in spreadsheet: 200+/- Objects assessed: 550+/This grouping contains natural history specimens and coins. First off, we have Agnes, the
unfortunate merganser, whose connection to the collection comes courtesy of Minot Jones’
shotgun. She’s a keeper. The other natural history item is the shell/coral collection. Like the doll
collections discussed above, there does not seem to be much use for the collection at the
library. I sampled the collection and find that, aside from a few lovely conchs, the shells and
corals are fairly common; and some are in bad condition. Better they be transferred to a
children's museum or similar institution. The Edgar Scott coin collection does not serve any
purpose in my mind. Unsuccessful attempts were made to sell the collection back in 1980, but
staff seemed unhappy with auction estimates. The reality is that this is not a great collection,
and the library may find it very difficult to land an auction house like Stacks who would want to
take it. The other reality is that it is serving no purpose at present. It might be better to offer it as
a single lot to a group of local coin collectors, using sealed bids, with the highest bidder taking
the lot. We did this at Connecticut Historical Society with out of scope library materials.
Miscellaneous
Objects in spreadsheet: 6 Objects assessed: 24
In an effort to limit the number of broad categories of objects, everything else was placed in this
category. The result is a range of objects from the Steinway grand piano (a keeper) to a
horsehair quirt (deaccession). Many of these items were stored in the SPC Exhibit Room, were
not in the spreadsheet, and lack any source or history. Should any provenance be subsequently
uncovered, then this would change what I would recommend doing with the particular piece.

Policy Statement: Artwork in Town Libraries
Library Mission Statement
The Jones Library strives to stimulate and support the civic and cultural life of all people of our
region by:
•
Providing access to materials,
•
Assisting people in their quest for information,
•
Preserving the history of our community, and
•
Serving as a meeting place for the community’s educational and cultural pursuits.
The Purpose of the Art Collection is to develop and maintain a distinctive collection of fine art;
to enhance the environment for library patrons, staff, and visitors; and to expose this audience
to an aspect of the cultural life of Amherst with which they may not be familiar.
1. Collection Policy
As part of its Special Collections, the Jones Library contains a collection of original artwork,
including oil paintings, drawings, watercolors, sculpture, antique furnishings, and oriental
rugs. Most of the pieces came from the thousands of items collected by Amherst businessman
William A. Burnett from 1900-1926. At the time of Mr. Burnett’s death in 1926, the Burnett
family donated over 100 pieces of art for display and for interior decoration in the Jones Library,
thereby partially fulfilling Burnett’s hope to establish a public art gallery for residents of the
town. Over time the Burnett collection has increased in monetary and educational value.
John W. Burgess and Ruth Payne Burgess also hoped to sponsor a fine arts wing for the Jones
Library; however, their actual bequest was insufficient to carry out their plans. Artwork by
Ruth Payne Burgess, a cousin of the library’s benefactor Samuel Minot Jones, forms part of the
library’s art collection.
In addition, a large canvas and eight original children’s book illustrations by local artists were
added in the 1990’s during the expansion of the library. In 2004, the Library Trustees adopted a
policy on Artwork in Town libraries, to be implemented over time as funding permits.
2. Acquisition Policy: Gifts and bequests of fine arts may be accepted at the discretion of the
Director only when the object would be worthwhile for library purposes and exhibit under the
terms listed below, or when the donor agrees that the materials eventually may be sold in fundraising to benefit the library’s programs. The library does not provide art appraisals for tax
deduction purposes. Gifts of artifacts and fine arts that are not accepted will be referred to
appropriate museums and historical associations. Fine artwork and photographs will not be
purchased, unless there is a strong documentary link to the literary or local history collections.
The acquisition of a work of art should be made without conditions or restrictions. There can be
no commitment to permanent display, nor can the library be committed to retain ownership in
perpetuity. The gift of objects or works of art needs to be formalized in a deed of gift agreement,
which includes statement of transfer of legal title and where applicable, copyright and literary
rights and signature of the donor. The deed of gift or a copy of the deed of gift will be kept on
file in Special Collections, even if the artwork will be housed in another department or branch
library.
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Criteria for Acceptance: All potential art acquisitions will be evaluated by the Curator whose
recommendation will be forwarded to the Director, using the following criteria:
A. The quality and condition of the object, aesthetic value and appropriateness to the
library department where it will be housed. The value of the object for scholarly
purposes also should be considered.
B. The library's ability to properly care for and maintain the object to acceptable
professional standards.
C. The object’s relationship to Western Massachusetts and, especially, to Amherst.
D. The security and physical appropriateness of the location for installation of the object.
Considerations for protection of the object through security systems and insurance
restrictions should also be considered.
3. Management of the Collection
The Curator of Special Collections oversees the management of the art collection and maintains
an inventory of objects valued over $1,000 for insurance purposes.
Copyright: The Jones Library seeks, whenever possible, to acquire copyright with the gift or
purchase of material. In all cases, the library reserves the right to charge a fee for publication or
reproduction of items in the collection. Special Collections staff will determine status of
copyright, set terms of use, and monitor the compliance process.
Display: Fine artwork will be on public display as space permits at the Jones Library and
branch libraries. Stored items may be examined with prior notice in the Special Collections
Research Room. Fragile condition or rarity may limit access to individual pieces of artwork.
Due to the lack of adequate security systems, works of art over $50,000 in value may not be
suitable for public display, but may be displayed in more secure office areas.
Storage: The library has limited storage for works of art (189 sq. ft.) in the climate-controlled
Special Collections area. This storage area is currently overly full. Additional storage space is
in use in the attic above the Trustees Room. Pieces that are extremely large cannot be stored
with adequate protection in a professional manner.
4. Lending Policy: Loans are made only to professionally run galleries and museum spaces for
public exhibition and/or research purposes. The borrowing institution will be responsible for
wall-to-wall insurance coverage and any damage up to the appraised value of the item. All
shipping costs must be paid by the borrower, using a qualified shipper. Requests for loans are
directed to the Curator of Special Collections who will evaluate the status of the piece. The
Director of the Library has final approval for all loans of artwork. The Jones Library reserves
the right to recall any or all items within thirty (30) days after notice.
The library may choose to provide a reproduction instead of loaning the requested item. A fee
for use of the image and reproduction services will apply.
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5. Conservation Policy
Art appraisals are conducted every five years to ensure adequate insurance coverage for the art
collections and antique furnishings. The Curator reviews each piece for general condition every
two years. The Curator will recommend consultation with professional conservators to analyze
specific preservation needs. Cleaning and conservation work is conducted, as funds permit.
A separate and on-going source of funding needs to be established to conduct a yearly
conservation program.
6. Deaccession Policy
Criteria for Deaccession of materials will be the reverse of the criteria for new acquisitions, e.g.
poor quality and condition; lacks relationship to western Massachusetts and especially to
Amherst; no appropriate location for installation or storage.
Disposition of Objects selected for deaccession: The manner of disposition chosen will be in the
best interest of the library and its collection and in consideration of any previous terms of gift.
Consideration is given first, to placing the object through loan or exchange in another taxexempt public institution. Second, if the object is offered for sale, preference should be given to
sale at public auction or in the public marketplace. Library staff and Trustees and their families
will be considered ineligible to purchase or otherwise acquire deaccessioned objects from the
library collection. Objects with mandatory restrictions may not be deaccessioned prior to
expiration of the time limit, if any exists.
Any proceeds from the disposition of artwork will be applied to acquisitions and/or
maintenance of the art collection, or as designated by the Board of Trustees.
7. Research Policy
Public files on the artwork collection are maintained and updated by Special Collections staff
and volunteers. The Director maintains corporation files on artwork.
Library staff will encourage research to broaden knowledge and appreciation of the collection
through documentation and interpretation of the artwork collection. Research topics may
include historical information regarding the Burnett family, the holdings of the original Burnett
art collection, and its relationship to other twentieth century collectors in western
Massachusetts. The creation of a database of digital images of the artwork is needed in order to
expand access to this unique collection. Images should be connected to basic information on the
artists, including biography and context of the work, as well as links to further information.
Approved by the Board of Trustees on August 19, 2004.
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Library Director Annual Goals FY21

Approved by the Jones Library Board of Trustees Thursday, November 12, 2020

Mid-Year Self-Evaluation
Updated 5-7-21

FY21 LIBRARY DIRECTOR ANNUAL GOALS
1. Continue to support the work of the Friends Development Committee including meeting with and informing
donors about the Library and reaching their goal of raising $150,000.
Looking forward to continue working with the Friends Development Committee. Approximately $140,000 has
been raised this fiscal year.
2. Continue to work on the Library’s renovation/expansion project including holding community outreach
sessions, and seeking a positive Town Council vote.
Looking forward to advancing to the next Phase of the project including forming a Building Committee, hiring
Colliers and Finegold Alexander Architects, working through Design Development which will include gathering
public input, and choosing an interim location.
3. Continue to support the work of the Friends Capital Campaign Committee including meeting with and
informing donors about the project and to begin to reach their goal of raising $5 Million.
Looking forward to proceeding with this initiative now that the project has been officially approved by Town
Council.
4. Continue to work with the Library’s staff Equity Collaborative Team and the Town’s Equity Core Team in order
to build staff and organizational capacity through training for new skills and competencies to advance racial
equity with the goal of beginning to update Library policies, procedures, and guidelines, as well as to diversify
the Library’s workforce.
It has been an honor working with both the staff of the Library and the Town on our equity goals.
Library staff (Antiracism and Equity Collective) accomplishments:
 Continues to meet two times per month
 Advocated for CW MARS to curate and promote the consortium’s antiracist collection
 Reached out to other area libraries in order to collaborate on anti-racism programming
 Shares recommended reading materials
 Contracted with Healing Racism Institute Pioneer Valley to present two Zoom sessions of book
discussions for staff (attendance was mandatory)
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Planning an second book discussion for staff (attendance will be optional)
Distributes weekly equity emails to Library and Town staff
Working on diversifying the Jones’ workplace (e.g., job descriptions, job posts, interview questions)
Working on establishing an internship program at the Jones for local teens of color

Town staff (Core Equity Team) accomplishments:
 Joined GARE (i.e., Government Alliance on Race and Equity)
 Continues to meet weekly
 Held a team retreat
 Created a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Statement for the Town
 Participated in GARE foundations workshop
 Reached out to other MA municipalities for examples of Strategic Plans for Racial Equity
 Proposed to the Town Manager that Town Council, the Town Manager, and the Town’s Department
Heads be required to participate in equity training
 Sought proposals from local organizations for equity training for Town staff, to be presented to Town
Manager for approval
 Working on issuing a statement in response to recent racist incidents in the country
5. To develop and implement plans for fiscal and operational responses and activities during COVID-related
closure and partial and gradual re-opening.
It has been an honor working with the staff this past year in providing services during the COVID-19
pandemic.
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